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ABSTRACT

A new analytic expression for the double�periodic analog of the Cauchy kernel is proposed
and its explicit form is presented� Some applications of this analog are given�

�� INTRODUCTION

Many articles �see e�g� ��	
�� are devoted to investigation of conjugation
and boundary problems for double	periodic piecewise	analytic functions� The
Weierstrass zeta	function ��� �z� or some its modications are taken there as
an analog of the Cauchy kernel �

��z
� However� they are not double	periodic

�but are �quasiperiodic� �
���
The fact of the existance of meromorc analog of the Cauchy kernel on

Riemann surface �in particular� double	periodic kernel� is established in ����
where its explicit expression through basic functionals of a Riemann surface
is given� Using this fact and the theory of elliptic functions ���� we propose
a new analytic expression for double	periodic analog of the Cauchy kernel in
the explicit form� We apply this analog to solve a singular integral equation
and an analytic continuation problem�

�� FORMULATION OF THE DOUBLE�PERIODIC ANALOG OF

THE CAUCHY KERNEL

Let us consider double	periodic elliptic functions with the basic periods ��� ���
where Im��

��
� �� The domain of each double	periodic function f � C��Z���

Z��� �� �C is homeomorphic to torus� therefore the theory of elliptic func	
tions sometimes is called the theory of functions on torus ���� p����� One
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can present this domain as the surface of the standart torus� or as the fac	
tor 	 manifold of the plane with respect to the lattice Z�� � Z��� or as the
closed parallelogram on vectors ��� �� with the common origin which opposite
sides are identied by the rule t ��� t � �� and t ��� t � ��� or as so	called
�fundamental parallelogram�� The last term means the parallelogram � on
vectors ��� �� with the common origin contains all internal points� two sides
�that is vectors ��� ��� and the only one vertex of the parallelogram �namely�
the common origin of vectors ��� ���� It is convenient to use the fundamental
parallelogram � because it is bijective to the Riemann surface C��Z���Z����
Let� for example� two points a� b � C are congruent up to the modulus of

periods ��� ��� i�e� a � b � It means� by denition� that �a� b� � Z���Z���
If a� b � �� then it leads immediately to equality a � b�
In the theory of elliptic functions the question of existence of elliptic func	

tion f�z� with zeros in points a�� � � � � an and poles in points b�� � � � � bn was
solved completely �see e�g� ����� where each zero and each pole is written
down successivly a number of times equal to its multiplicity and any other
zeros and poles function f�z� does not have� The existence of such function
is equivalent to fullment of the folloving congruence relation

nX
k��

ak �
nX

k��

bk by the module of the periods ��� ��� ���

If this condition holds� the function f�z� is written down in the explicit
form ���

f�z� � C

nQ
k��

��z � ak�

nQ
k��

��z � bk�
���

where C �� � and ��z� 	 � 	 function of Weierstrass� corresponded to the
lattice Z�� � Z���
Using this result we construct a double � periodic analog of the Cauchy

kernel with the minimal characteristic divisor �� � is a set of points together
with their multiplicities� The order of the divisor � is dened as the sum of
multiplicities of all its points� It is denoted ord�� A divisor ��� is called
minimal divisor if there is no elliptic function divisible by the divisor ���

and no elliptic di�erential divisible by the divisor �� It follows from Riemann
	 Roch theorem ����� that for minimal divisor ord� � � takes place� The
expression A�z� ��d� will be called the double � periodic analog of the Cauchy
kernel� if A�z� �� is elliptic function of one variable by the �xed another� and
satis�es the following asymptotic relation

A�z� �� �
�

� � z
if z � �� ���

Due to this asymptotic the local properties of the Cauchy type integral with
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the kernel A�z� ��d� are the same as of that with the kernel d�

��z
� The minimal

divisor � is called characteristic divisor of the kernel A�z� ��d� � if this kernel
is divisible by divisor z��� with respect to � � and by divisor ������ with
respect to z� Let us write down minimal divisor � in terms of its points in
following irreducible form

� �
a� � � � � � an
b� � � � � � bn

���

where each zero and each pole is written down successivly a number of times
equal to its multiplicity� The minimality property means� that there is no
function at the form ���� which corresponds to this divisor� that is

nX
k��

ak ��

nX
k��

bk by the module of the periods ��� ��� ���

Taking it into account and also that the function ��z� is odd� ���� �
�� ���z� � �� it is easy now to write out expression for double 	 periodic
analog of the Cauchy kernel with minimal characteristic divisor ����

A�z� ��d� �

��� � z �
nP

k��

�ak � bk��

��
nP

k��

�ak � bk��

nY
k��

��z � bk���� � ak�

��� � bk���z � ak�

d�

��� � z�
� ���

Let us study its properties� For ��� we have� ��
nP

k��

�ak � bk�� �� �� Besides

rst two multipliers in ��� tend to unit and ��� � z� � � � z� if z � � �
Therefore the asymptotic ��� holds for the kernel ���� Further the expression
��� with the xed � has zeros at points

� �

nX
k��

�ak � bk�� b�� � � � � bn �
�

and poles at points

a�� � � � � an� �� ���

It is obvious� that the sum of all numbers �
� is equal to the sum of all numbers
���� So� the condition ��� takes place� that is expression ��� is double 	 periodic
function with respect to z� which is besides divisible by divisor ������� It
is similarly possible to show� that ��� is double 	 periodic di�erential with
respect to � � which is besides divisible by divisor z����
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�� THE SINGULIAR INTEGRAL EQUATION

Let consider the singular integral equation of the rst type

�

�i

Z
L

A�t� ��	���d� � f�t�� t � L ���

with the kernel ���� assuming� that f�t� is a H	continuous function and L
is a smooth closed curve� which support lays in fundamental parallelogram
and does not pass through points of divisor �� Introducing the piecewise 	
analytic double 	 periodic function

��z� �
�

��i

Z

L

A�z� ��	���d� ����

and using the Sochotsky formula ����

	�t� � ���t�����t�� t � L� ����

�

�i

Z

L

A�t� ��	���d� � ���t� � ���t�� t � L� ����

we reduce the equation ��� to the linear conjugation problem equivalent to it

���t� � ���t� � f�t�� ��� j ���� t � L� ����

Applying to it the results from ���� we conclude the following�
If the set � nL is not coherent� then the integral operator ��� is involutory�

that is the equation ��� has the unique solution for any function f�t� and this
solution is given by the formula

	�t� �
�

�i

Z

L

A�t� ��f���d�� t � L� ����

When the set �nL is coherent� two cases are possible� depending on� whether
the homogeneous problem ���� has non� trivial solution or not� In the last case
the operator ��� is invertible� though it is not involutory� In the �rst case the
solution of the equation ��� exists if one linear condition is ful�lled and it
depends on one arbitrary constant�
In all cases the solution of the equation ��� can be obtained in the explicit

form�
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�� AN ANALYTIC CONTINUATION PROBLEM

We shall assume� that the smooth closed curve L� oriented in a direction
counter	clockwise� lays strictly inside the parallelogram of the periods and
breaks it into two domains D� and D�� Let�s nd conditions� at which
the given H	continuous function 	 � L �� C admits analytic continuation in
domainD� up to double 	 periodic function with the given basic periods� Such
problem on the plane was considered in ����� For solving this problem we take
the double 	 periodic analog of the Cauchy kernel with characteristic divisor�
all points of which lay in D�� Then analytic extendability is equivalent to the
representing function� continued in D� by the integral of Cauchy type

	�z� � �
�

��i

Z
L

	���A�z� ��d��

By the formulas of Sochotsky the boundary value of this function on L from
the side of domain D� is equal

	�t� �
�

�
	�t� �

�

��i

Z
L

	���A�t� ��d��

So we can formulate the following criterion�
Analytic extendability of a function 	�t� to domain D� up to double � pe�

riodic function is equivalent to the condition

	�t� �
�

�i

Z
L

	���A�t� ��d� � �� for all t � L
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